
Managing a TIP requires 
time and experience for 
which most organizations 
do not have capacity.

Learning, managing, and tuning a Threat Intelligence platform can be a nuanced 
and involved task. GRIT’s experienced analysts stand ready to deploy, implement, 
and manage your Threat Intelligence Platform so that your analysts can focus on 
effectively ingesting, analyzing, and disseminating Threat Intelligence to improve 
your cybersecurity posture.

Hundreds of Industry
and Product Certifications

GuidePoint Security’s dedicated 
Threat Intelligence team allows you 
to utilize expert threat intelligence 
resources as an extension of your 

cybersecurity team. 

Let Our  ELITE  Team 
be Your  ELITE  Team

T H R E A T  I N T E L L I G E N C E  P L A T F O R M  ( T I P )  S E R V I C E S

It is essential to  integrate contextualized and actionable  threat 
intelligence into your existing cybersecurity processes

The TIP should be the single source of truth of your threat intelligence 
program. However, if an organization lacks the resources and ability to 
operationalize the intel, it can be difficult to maximize program success.

Threat intelligence platform 
management and administration

GRIT understands the value of people, process, and technology and that 
different teams are at different levels of maturity. Through GRIT’s Threat 
Intelligence Platform Services, we can act as an extension of your team to 
complete the following tasks:

A Threat Intelligence Platform is a key technological 
component of a successful threat intelligence program, 
specifically from the perspective of data ingestion, 
deduplication, and normalization.

Threat intelligence consumption

Threat intelligence integration, 
automation, and orchestration

Intelligence routing and rules 
development

Indicator deprecation and 
management

As threats and vulnerabilities continue to emerge at a rapid cadence, it is 
crucial for the threat intelligence team to focus on providing contextualized 
and prioritized intelligence  at all levels of the organization. GRIT’s analysts 
stand ready to take on critical TIP tasks and processes so that your threat 
intelligence team can focus on doing what’s important.



Threat Intelligence Platform Management
Managing yet another security platform can be a daunting task for many security teams. Our team of threat 
intelligence analysts stands ready to deploy and manage your threat intelligence platform and threat feeds with 
as much, or as little, involvement as you want.

GRIT Threat Feed
Intelligence provided via the GRIT threat feed undergoes a rigid curation process by GRIT analysts 
to ensure that only the highest fidelity, enriched intelligence is fed into your cybersecurity tools and 
processes to identify, prioritize, and respond to active threats within your environment.
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GuidePoint Security provides trusted cybersecurity expertise, solutions and services to help organizations 
make better decisions that minimize risk. GuidePoint’s unmatched expertise has enabled a third of Fortune 
500 companies and more than half of the U.S. government cabinet level agencies to improve their security 
posture and reduce risk.

About Us

Maximize your Threat Intelligence capabilities with GRIT as a 
force multiplier for your Intel team

Threat Intelligence Platform Services
The Threat Intelligence Platform and threat feeds are often some of the most critical technology components of 
a successful intel program. Unfortunately, they can also be some of the most challenging platforms to manage. 
GRIT’s Threat Intelligence Platform Services provide dedicated and experienced analysts to manage your TIP, 
threat feeds, and ensure that the proper rules and integrations are in place to provide immediate value to an 
organization’s cybersecurity posture.
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